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Technical Support
Symantec Technical Support maintains support centers globally. Technical
Support’s primary role is to respond to specific queries about product features
and functionality. TheTechnical Support group also creates content for our online
Knowledge Base. The Technical Support group works collaboratively with the
other functional areas within Symantec to answer your questions in a timely
fashion. For example, theTechnical Support groupworkswithProductEngineering
and Symantec Security Response to provide alerting services and virus definition
updates.

Symantec’s support offerings include the following:

■ A range of support options that give you the flexibility to select the right
amount of service for any size organization

■ Telephone and/or Web-based support that provides rapid response and
up-to-the-minute information

■ Upgrade assurance that delivers software upgrades

■ Global support purchased on a regional business hours or 24 hours a day, 7
days a week basis

■ Premium service offerings that include Account Management Services

For information about Symantec’s support offerings, you can visit our website at
the following URL:

www.symantec.com/business/support/index.jsp

All support services will be delivered in accordance with your support agreement
and the then-current enterprise technical support policy.

Contacting Technical Support
Customers with a current support agreement may access Technical Support
information at the following URL:

www.symantec.com/business/support/contact_techsupp_static.jsp

Before contacting Technical Support, make sure you have satisfied the system
requirements that are listed in your product documentation. Also, you should be
at the computer onwhich theproblemoccurred, in case it is necessary to replicate
the problem.

When you contact Technical Support, please have the following information
available:

■ Product release level

http://www.symantec.com/business/support/index.jsp
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■ Hardware information

■ Available memory, disk space, and NIC information

■ Operating system

■ Version and patch level

■ Network topology

■ Router, gateway, and IP address information

■ Problem description:

■ Error messages and log files

■ Troubleshooting that was performed before contacting Symantec

■ Recent software configuration changes and network changes

Licensing and registration
If yourSymantecproduct requires registrationor a licensekey, access our technical
support Web page at the following URL:

www.symantec.com/business/support/

Customer service
Customer service information is available at the following URL:

www.symantec.com/business/support/

Customer Service is available to assist with non-technical questions, such as the
following types of issues:

■ Questions regarding product licensing or serialization

■ Product registration updates, such as address or name changes

■ General product information (features, language availability, local dealers)

■ Latest information about product updates and upgrades

■ Information about upgrade assurance and support contracts

■ Information about the Symantec Buying Programs

■ Advice about Symantec's technical support options

■ Nontechnical presales questions

■ Issues that are related to CD-ROMs or manuals

http://www.symantec.com/business/support/
http://www.symantec.com/business/support/


Support agreement resources
If youwant to contact Symantec regarding an existing support agreement, please
contact the support agreement administration team for your region as follows:

customercare_apac@symantec.comAsia-Pacific and Japan

semea@symantec.comEurope, Middle-East, and Africa

supportsolutions@symantec.comNorth America and Latin America

Documentation
Product guides are available on the media in PDF format. Make sure that you are
using the current version of the documentation. The document version appears
on page 2 of each guide. The latest product documentation is available on the
Symantec website.

https://sort.symantec.com/documents

Your feedback on product documentation is important to us. Send suggestions
for improvements and reports on errors or omissions. Include the title and
document version (located on the second page), and chapter and section titles of
the text on which you are reporting. Send feedback to:

doc_feedback@symantec.com

For information regarding the latest HOWTO articles, documentation updates,
or to ask a question regarding product documentation, visit the Storage and
Clustering Documentation forum on Symantec Connect.

https://www-secure.symantec.com/connect/storage-management/
forums/storage-and-clustering-documentation

About Symantec Connect
Symantec Connect is the peer-to-peer technical community site for Symantec’s
enterprise customers. Participants can connect and share informationwith other
product users, including creating forum posts, articles, videos, downloads, blogs
and suggesting ideas, as well as interact with Symantec product teams and
Technical Support. Content is rated by the community, and members receive
reward points for their contributions.

http://www.symantec.com/connect/storage-management
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Notes

This document includes the following topics:

■ About this document

■ Component product release notes

■ About Veritas Storage Foundation

■ About Symantec Operations Readiness Tools

■ Important release information

■ Changes introduced in 6.0 PR1

■ Changes introduced in 6.0

■ No longer supported

■ System requirements

■ Known issues

■ Software limitations

■ Documentation errata

■ Documentation



About this document
This document provides important information aboutVeritas Storage Foundation
(Storage Foundation) version 6.0 PR1 for Solaris. Review this entire document
before you install or upgrade Storage Foundation.

The information in the Release Notes supersedes the information provided in the
product documents for Storage Foundation.

This is Document version: 6.0PR1.3 of the Veritas Storage Foundation Release
Notes. Before you start, make sure that you are using the latest version of this
guide. The latest product documentation is available on the Symantec Web site
at:

https://sort.symantec.com/documents

Component product release notes
In addition to reading thisReleaseNotes document, review the component product
release notes before installing the product.

Product guides are available at the following location on the software media in
PDF formats:

/product_name/docs

Symantec recommends copying the docs directory on the software media that
contains the product guides to the /opt/VRTS directory on your system.

About Veritas Storage Foundation
Veritas Storage Foundation by Symantec includes Veritas File System (VxFS) and
Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM).

Veritas File System is a high performance journaling file system that provides
easymanagement andquick-recovery for applications.Veritas File Systemdelivers
scalable performance, continuous availability, increased I/O throughput, and
structural integrity.

Veritas Volume Manager removes the physical limitations of disk storage. You
can configure, share, manage, and optimize storage I/O performance online
without interrupting data availability. Veritas Volume Manager also provides
easy-to-use, online storage management tools to reduce downtime.

VxFS and VxVM are included in all Veritas Storage Foundation products. If you
have purchased a Veritas Storage Foundation product, VxFS and VxVM are

Storage Foundation Release Notes
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installed and updated as part of that product. Do not install or update them as
individual components.

Veritas Storage Foundation includes the dynamic multi-pathing functionality.

The Veritas Replicator option, which replicates data to remote locations over an
IP network, can also be licensed with this product.

Before you install the product, read theVeritas Storage FoundationReleaseNotes.

To install the product, follow the instructions in the Veritas Storage Foundation
Installation Guide.

About Symantec Operations Readiness Tools
Symantec Operations Readiness Tools (SORT) is a Web site that automates and
simplifies some of the most time-consuming administrative tasks. SORT helps
you manage your datacenter more efficiently and get the most out of your
Symantec products.

SORT can help you do the following:

■ List product installation andupgrade requirements, including
operating system versions, memory, disk space, and
architecture.

■ Analyze systems to determine if they are ready to install or
upgrade Symantec products.

■ Download the latest patches, documentation, and high
availability agents from a central repository.

■ Access up-to-date compatibility lists for hardware, software,
databases, and operating systems.

Prepare for your next
installation or upgrade

■ Get automatic email notifications about changes to patches,
array-specific modules (ASLs/APMs/DDIs/DDLs), and high
availability agents from a central repository.

■ Identify and mitigate system and environmental risks.

■ Display descriptions and solutions for hundreds of Symantec
error codes.

Manage risks

■ Find and download patches based on product version and
platform.

■ List installed Symantec products and license keys.

■ Tune and optimize your environment.

Improve efficiency

9Storage Foundation Release Notes
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Note: Certain features of SORT are not available for all products. Access to SORT
is available at no extra cost.

To access SORT, go to:

https://sort.symantec.com

Important release information
■ For important updates regarding this release, review the Late-Breaking News

TechNote on the Symantec Technical Support website:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH164885

■ For the latest patches available for this release, go to:
http://sort.symantec.com/

■ Thehardwarecompatibility list contains informationabout supportedhardware
and is updated regularly. For the latest information on supported hardware
visit the following URL:
http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH170013
Before installing or upgrading Storage Foundation and High Availability
Solutions products, review the current compatibility list to confirm the
compatibility of your hardware and software.

Changes introduced in 6.0 PR1
This section lists the changes in Veritas Storage Foundation 6.0 PR1.

Changes related to installation
The product installer includes the following changes.

New packaging framework in Solaris 11
Solaris 11 introduces the new IPS packaging framework. All of the Symantec
packages have been modified to IPS packages.

Changes introduced in 6.0
This section lists the changes in Veritas Storage Foundation 6.0.

Storage Foundation Release Notes
Important release information
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Changes related to Veritas Storage Foundation (SF)
Veritas Storage Foundation includes the following changes in 6.0 PR1:

Entering and displaying values in human-friendly units
Storage Foundation now supports reporting and inputting values in
human-friendly units.

The following commands were modified to display human-friendly units:

■ diskusg

■ ff

■ fsadm

■ fsckptadm

■ fsvoladm

■ vxdg free

■ vxdisk list

■ vxdisk -o thin list

■ vxdisk -o thin,fssize list

■ vxdmpadm iostat show

■ vxedquota

■ vxmemstat

■ vxprint

■ vxquot

■ vxquota

■ vxrepquota

■ vxstat

■ vxtune

See the manual pages for more information.

Displaying Storage Foundation information with vxlist
The vxlist command is a new display command that provides a consolidated
viewof theStorageFoundation configuration. Thevxlist commandconsolidates
information fromVeritasVolumeManager (VxVM)andVeritas File System (VxFS).

11Storage Foundation Release Notes
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The vxlist command provides various options to display information. For
example, use the following formof the command todisplay file system information
including information about the volume, disk group, and so on. In previous
releases, you needed to run at least two commands to retrieve the following
information.

# /opt/VRTSsfmh/bin/vxlist fs

TY FS FSTYPE SIZE FREE %USED DEVICE_PATH MOUNT_POINT

fs / ext3 65.20g 51.70g 17% /dev/sda1 /

fs mnt vxfs 19.84g 9.96g 49% /dev/vx/dsk/bardg/vol1 /mnt

For help on the vxlist command, enter the following command:

# vxlist -H

See the vxlist(1m) manual page.

Tuning Dynamic Multi-Pathing with templates
Veritas Dynamic Multi-Pathing (DMP) has multiple tunable parameters and
attributes that you can configure for optimal performance. In this release, DMP
introduces a templatemethod to update several tunable parameters and attributes
with a single operation. The template represents a full or partial DMP
configuration, showing the values of the parameters and attributes of the host.

To view and work with the tunable parameters, you can dump the configuration
values of theDMP tunable parameters to a file. Edit the parameters and attributes,
if required. Then, load the template file to a host to update all of the values in a
single operation.

Formore information about tuningDMPwith templates, see theVeritasDynamic
Multi-Pathing Administrator's Guide.

You canmanage theDMPconfiguration filewith thevxdmpadm config commands.

See the vxdmpadm(1M) man page.

Changes to DMP support for ALUA arrays
In this release, DMP has improved support for ALUA arrays. DMP now efficiently
handlesmost implementations of theALUAstandard. The enhancements include
the following:

■ DMP now detects whether an ALUA array is A/A-A, A/A or A/P-F.

■ DMPhandles the array state correctly, when a node is taken out of the cluster.
The enclosure level attribute failoverpolicy is now set internally.

Storage Foundation Release Notes
Changes introduced in 6.0
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■ DMP handles Standby and unavailable LUN states for ALUA arrays.

■ DMPmonitors LUNownership changes. DMP can shift the I/O load depending
on the current state of the LUN.

DMPdetects "persist throughpower loss" storagedevice server
capability
In this release,DMPdetectswhena storagedevice serverhas the capability "persist
through power loss". Certain arrays, such as Oracle's Sun Storage 7310, use this
capability to preserve the persistent reservation and registrations across power
cycles, controller reboots, and other similar operations.

If DMP detects that the device supports this capability, then DMP sets the APTPL
(Activate Persist Through Power Loss) bit to 1 in the PERSISTENTRESERVEOUT
parameter data sent with a REGISTER, REGISTER AND IGNORE EXISTING KEY
service action, according to SPC-3 specifications.

WhenAPTPL is set to 1, the persistent reservation (PR) keys are preserved during
array controller takeover or failback operations.

Dynamic Multi-Pathing (DMP) detects and reports extended
attributes from Veritas Operations Manager
If youhaveVeritasOperationsManager (VOM), andyouhave configured a central
Management Server, theDeviceDiscovery layer (DDL) ofDMPcanobtain extended
attributes formanaged hosts. DDL obtains these additional attributes out of band
from the VOM database. DMP displays these attributes as output of the vxdisk
-p list command.

See the Administrator's Guide.

DMP enhancements
The following DMP enhancements have been made in this release:

■ The vxdmpadm enable command and the vxdmpadm disable command now
accept multiple controllers on the command line.

■ In addition, you can now enable or disable paths between a given controller
and a port-id pair. If you specify both an HBA controller and an array port,
DMP disables I/O on the specific portion of the Storage Area Network (SAN).

■ The vxdmpadm stat errord command and the vxdmpadm stat restored

command are deprecated.
To see status for the restore tasks, use the vxdmpadm gettune command.

■ Excluding or including paths from DMP is deprecated.

13Storage Foundation Release Notes
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Excluding paths from DMP but not from VxVM can lead to unsupported
configurations. The command operations to exclude or include paths from
DMP are now deprecated. You can exclude or include paths from VxVM. The
deprecated commands are as follows:
vxdmpadm exclude dmp

vxdmpadm include dmp

vxdiskadm: DMP options under Suppressing or including devices for

VxVM

■ vxddladm list devices command now displays the name of the ASL even if
the device is skipped.

■ vxddladm status eventsource is added to show the status of the vxesd
daemon

■ vxscsiinq diagnostic utility is enhanced to take hexadecimal page numbers
as arguments.

Recovery for synchronization tasks
In this release, VxVMtracks theplex synchronization for the following commands:
vxplex att, vxassist mirror, vxsnap addmir, vxsnap reattach, and vxsnap restore.
If the system crashes or the vxconfigd daemon fails, VxVM provides automatic
recovery for the synchronization task. When the system is recovered,VxVM
restarts the synchronization from the point where it failed. The synchronization
occurs in the background, so the volume is available without delay.

Secure deletion of Veritas Volume Manager disks
When you decommission a disk that contained sensitive data, you may need to
destroy any remaining data on the disk. In this release, VxVMprovides the ability
to shred the data on the disk to minimize the chance that the data is recoverable.
Whenyou specify the disk shred operation, VxVMshreds the entire disk, including
any existing disk labels. After the shred operation, VxVM writes a new empty
label on the disk to prevent the disk fromgoing to the error state. TheVxVMshred
operation overwrites all of the addressable blocks with a digital pattern in one,
three, or seven passes.

Caution: All data in the volume will be lost when you shred it. Make sure that the
information has been backed up onto another storage medium and verified, or
that it is no longer needed.

For more information on shredding disks, see the Veritas Storage Foundation
Administrator's Guide.

Storage Foundation Release Notes
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Creating a volume of maximum size
In previous releases, Veritas Volume Manager provided a two-step approach to
creating a volume of the maximum size. You had to run the vxassist maxsize

command to find the maximum size of the volume to be created with the given
constraints. Then, you had to run the vxassist make command and specify the
volume size as the maximum determined by the vxassist maxsize command.

In this release, you can create a maximum sized volume with a single command.
Specify the vxassist make command with the maxsize keyword. The vxassist
command creates themaximum sized volume possible, taking into consideration
any other allocation attributes that you specify.

Veritas Volume Manager co-existence with Oracle Automatic
Storage Management (ASM) disks
ASMdisks are the disks used byOracleAutomatic StorageManagement software.
VeritasVolumeManager (VxVM) co-existswithOracleASMdisks, by recognizing
the disks as the type Oracle ASM. VxVM protects ASM disks from any operations
that may overwrite the disk. VxVM classifies and displays the ASM disks as ASM
format disks. You cannot initialize anASMdisk, or performanyVxVMoperations
that may overwrite the disk.

For more information about VxVM co-existence with ASM disks, see the Veritas
Storage Foundation Administrator's Guide.

Changing VxVM tunables
The vxtune command is used to display or modify the values of Veritas Volume
Manager tunable parameters. In this release, the vxtune command is extended
and enhanced. The vxtune command has the following new functionality:

■ manages an extended list of Veritas Volume Manager tunable parameters,
including Veritas Volume Replicator and Cluster Volume Manager tunable
parameters.

■ provides a template format for tuningparameters. The template feature enables
you to export the list of tunable parameters into a file, modify the values as
necessary, then reload the tunables with an import command.

■ enhanced command output. The output now displays the current value, the
default value, andwhether a reboot is required for thenewvalue to take effect.
Optionally, the output displays a description of the tunable parameters.

■ makes the tunable values persistent across reboots.

15Storage Foundation Release Notes
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■ categorizes the tunable parameters by VxVM component. Specify the
component to list or export the tunable parameters in that category. The
components are the following:

■ basevm
Basic core VxVM functionality.

■ fmr
FlashSnap functionality.

■ cvm
Cluster Volume Manager.

■ vvr
Veritas Volume Replicator.

Changes to the instant snapshot (version 20) data change
object (DCO) volume layout
In this release, the volume layout of the data change object (DCO)has been changed
to improve the I/O performance and scalability of instant snapshots. The change
in layout does not alter how you administer instant snaphosts. The only visible
effect is in improved I/O performance and in some cases, increased size of DCO
volume. As with previous releases, you create DCOs for instant snapshots using
"vxsnap prepare" or by specifying "logtype=dco dcoversion=20" while creating
volume with "vxassist make".

The instant snapshot DCO (previously known as a version 20 DCO) now uses
dynamic creation of maps on the preallocated storage.

Veritas Volume Manager throttling of administrative I/O
In this release, Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM) provides throttling of
administrative I/O. During heavy I/O loads, VxVM throttles I/O that it creates to
do administrative operations. This behavior ensures that the administrative I/Os
do not affect the application I/O performance. When the application I/O load is
lighter, VxVM increases the bandwidth usage for administrative I/O operations.

VxVM automatically manages the I/O throttling for administrative tasks, based
on its perceived load on the storage. Currently, I/O throttling is supported for the
copy operations which use ATOMIC_COPY and involve one destination mirror.
The I/O throttling is transparent, and does not change the command usage or
output. The following commands are supported:

■ vxassist mirror

■ vxassist snapcreate

Storage Foundation Release Notes
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■ vxevac

■ vxplex att

■ vxplex cp

■ vxplex mv

■ vxprint

■ vxsnap addmir

■ vxsnap reattach

■ vxsd mv

■ vxtune

Theadministrative I/Ooperationsallocatememory for I/O fromaseparatememory
pool. You can tune the maximum size of this pool with the tunable parameter,
vol_max_adminio_poolsz.

See the Veritas Storage Foundation Administrator's Guide for information about
tuning the vol_max_adminio_poolsz parameter.

Command completion for Veritas commands
VeritasStorageFoundationnowsupports commandcompletion forVeritasVolume
Manager (VxVM) commands and Dynamic Multi-Pathing (DMP) commands. In
this release, command completion is supported only on the bash shell. The shell
must be bash version 2.4 or later.

Touse this feature, pressTabwhile entering a supportedVxVMorDMPcommand.
The command is completed as far as possible.When there is a choice, the command
completion displays the next valid options for the command. Enter one of the
displayed values. A value in brackets indicates a user-specified value.

Note: Platform-specific options are not supported with command completion in
this release.

The following commands support command completion:

■ vxassist

■ vxdisk

■ vxplex

■ vxprint

■ vxsnap

17Storage Foundation Release Notes
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■ vxstat

■ vxtune

■ vxcache

■ vxconfigd

■ vxtask

■ vxreattach

■ vxdmpadm

■ vxddladm

■ vxvol

■ vxcdsconvert

■ vxresize

■ vxdctl

■ vxsd

■ vxdisksetup

■ vxdiskunsetup

■ vxrecover

■ vxedit

■ vxdg

■ vxclustadm

vxdisk -o thin list command now shows the disk space used by
a VxFS file system
The vxdisk -o thin list command now shows the disk space used by a VxFS
file system.

Default disk layout Version is now 9
In this release, disk layout Version 9 is now the default version, which enables
support for the following features:

■ File compression

■ Data deduplication

See the Administrator's Guide.

Storage Foundation Release Notes
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Data deduplication on Solaris SPARC
OnSolaris SPARC, you can runpost-process periodic deduplication in a file system,
which eliminates duplicate datawithout any continuous cost. This feature requires
an Enterprise license.

See the Administrator's Guide.

File compression
You can compress files to reduce the space used, while retaining the accessibility
of the files andhaving the compressionbe transparent to applications. Compressed
files look andbehave almost exactly like uncompressed files: the compressed files
have the same name, and can be read and written as with uncompressed files.

See the Administrator's Guide.

Multi-threaded Thin Reclamation
You can perform multi-threaded Thin Reclamation operations for improved
performance.

See the fsadm_vxfs(1M) and vxfs_ts_reclaim(3) manual pages.

Storage Checkpoints
The following changes were made to Storage Checkpoints:

■ You can tune Veritas File System (VxFS) file systems to create removable
Storage Checkpoints by default.
See the vxtunefs(1M) manual page.

■ VxFSnowattempts to remove removable StorageCheckpoints if the file system
does not have enough space instead of failing the operation.

■ Storage Checkpoints have improved visibility to the file system. With the
ckptautomnt mount option, all Storage Checkpoints are made accessible
automatically through a directory in the root directory of the file system that
has the special name .checkpoint, which does not appear in directory listings.
Inside this directory is a directory for each Storage Checkpoint in the file
system. Each of these directories behave as a mount of the corresponding
Storage Checkpoint with some exceptions.
See the Veritas Storage Foundation Administrator's Guide.

Partitioned directories
Normally, a large volume of parallel threads performing access and updates on a
directory that commonly exist in an file system suffers fromexponentially longer

19Storage Foundation Release Notes
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wait times for the threads. This feature creates partitioned directories to improve
the directory performance of file systems.When any directory crosses the tunable
threshold, this feature takes an exclusive lock on the directory inode and
redistributes the entries into various respective hash directories. These hash
directories are not visible in the name-space view of the user or operating system.
For every new create, delete, or lookup thread, this feature performs a lookup for
the respective hashed directory (depending on the target name) and performs the
operation in that directory. This leaves the parent directory inode and its other
hash directories unobstructed for access, which vastly improves file system
performance.

See the Administrator's Guide.

Delayed allocation for extending writes
Performance of extending writes on local mounts is improved using the delayed
allocation feature, which is turned on by default for all applicable writes.

See the Administrator's Guide.

Migrating a source file system to the VxFS file system over
NFS v3
NFS is one of the most commonly used file systems in network-attached storage
solutions and is one of the standard file sharing mechanisms used in UNIX
environments. This feature enables you to migrate a source file system to the
VxFS file system over your existing NFS v3 solution.

See theVeritasStorageFoundationandHighAvailability SolutionsSolutionsGuide.

vxfsconvert can upgrade additional Veritas File System disk
layout versions
The vxfsconvert command can upgrade the VxFS disk layout Version 4 and 5.

FileSnap creation over Network File System
You can create a FileSnap over Network File System (NFS) by creating a hard link
from an existing file to a new file with the extension “::snap:vxfs:”.

See the Administrator's Guide.

Storage Foundation Release Notes
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Free space defragmentation
You can now specify the -C option with the fsadm command to minimize file
system free space fragmentation. This attempts to generate bigger chunks of free
space in the specified device.

Changes related to replication
Veritas Storage Foundation andHighAvailability Solutions includes the following
changes related to replication in 6.0 PR1:

vvrcheck configuration utility

There is now a configuration utility, /etc/vx/diag.d/vvrcheck, that displays
current replication status, detects and reports configuration anomalies, and
creates statistics files that can be used by display tools. The vvrcheck also runs
diagnostic checks for missing daemons, valid licenses, and checks on the remote
hosts on the network. For more information, see the vvrcheck(1M) man page.

SmartMove for VVR

The initial sync between the Primary and Secondary is performed using the
autosync option. The autosync to sync the volume now uses the SmartMove API
from VxFS and provides the data only sync between the Primary and Secondary.
This increases the initial autosync performance, which is dependent on the file
systemusage in thevolume.This feature alsohelps thinprovisionLUNsconfigured
on the Secondary site to use storage space only for data.

See the Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions Replication
Administrator's Guide.

Thin provisioning and reclamation support for VVR

Storage reclamation is now possible on VVR volumes with VxFS file system on it.
The storage corresponding to the volumes on theSecondaryRVG is automatically
reclaimedwhen thePrimary volumes are reclaimed. The existing vxdisk reclaim

or fsadm -R commands function for reclaiming VVR objects as well. For storage
reclamation to work, the volumes on the Primary RVG must be mounted.

See the Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions Replication
Administrator's Guide.

Enable compression with VVR

VVR compression lets you send data over the network in a compressed format
from a Primary to one or more Secondary hosts. Compression reduces network
bandwidth consumption and is useful in scenarios where there is low available
bandwidth or where the bandwidth is shared among several applications. The
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compression option can be enabled on a per system or per Secondary basis using
the CLI.

See the Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions Replication
Administrator's Guide.

Replication performance improvement

Replication performance is improved by introducing Secondary logging (logging
the I/O on the Secondary SRL before writing to the data volume). The primary
requirement for this feature to work is to have the same size SRL on both the
Secondary and Primary. The Secondary SRL is used for staging the I/O from the
Primary, and parallelize the data volume write. This improves the replication
performance both in VVR and CVR. By default, this feature is enabled in 6.0.

There are other replication-specific tunables that may be increased to obtain the
maximum replication performance.

See the Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions Replication
Administrator's Guide.

Support for 8-node cluster applications

In a shared disk group environment, VVR supports replication of 8-node cluster
applications. In previous releases, support was limited to 4-node cluster
applications.

The following improvements enable scalability to 8-node support:

■ Improved message processing allows the logowner to process more messages
per second, resulting in improved application throughput

■ Secondary logging feature improves replication performance

■ Improved CPU usage provides more CPU cycles to the logowner to process
requests from other nodes in a cluster

■ Increased limit on max outstanding I/Os with VVR

See the Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions Replication
Administrator's Guide.

Changes related to SFDB tools
The following sections describe the changes related to Storage Foundation for
Databases (SFDB) tools in 6.0 PR1.

Support for space-optimized snapshots for database cloning

YoucanuseStorageFoundation forDatabases (SFDB) tools to take space-optimized
snapshots of yourOracle database and then create database clones by using those
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snapshots. SFDB tools use the underlying features of Storage Foundation for this
operation.

See Veritas Storage Foundation: Storage And Availability Management for Oracle
Databases.

SmartTier integration with OEM

You can now view the following SmartTier related information in the Oracle
Enterprise Manager (OEM) reports:

■ Storage allocation and free space in each tier

■ Space occupied by a data file in each tier
This is usefulwhen a part of a data file ismoved from tier to tierwhen database
objects such as table or index are moved.

Enhancements to Cached ODM Advisor (dbed_codm_adm)

You can use the Cached ODM Advisor command dbed_codm_adm to generate a
variety of reports that help youdeterminewhichdata files are suitable for enabling
CachedODM. The reports generated by CachedODMAdvisor are enhanced to use
the historical data from Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR).

See Veritas Storage Foundation: Storage And Availability Management for Oracle
Databases.

Support for space-optimized snapshots on DR site for database cloning

You can use Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools in a replicated
environment to take space-optimized snapshots on a disaster recovery (DR) site.
This functionality lets you create clones of your Oracle database on the DR site
in a setup where the database on the primary site is being replicated on the DR
site.

See Veritas Storage Foundation: Storage And Availability Management for Oracle
Databases.

Single CLI for different point-in-time copy operations

You can use the new SFDB command vxsfadm to perform various point-in-time
copy operations on yourOracle database. vxsfadmprovides the following benefits:

■ Uniform command line for multiple operations

■ Use case based functionality

■ Enhanced error handling

See Veritas Storage Foundation: Storage And Availability Management for Oracle
Databases.
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Support for file-level snapshots for database cloning

You can use Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools to take file-level
snapshots of your Oracle database and then create one or more clones based on
those snapshots. SFDB tools use the underlying features of Storage Foundation
for this operation.

See Veritas Storage Foundation: Storage And Availability Management for Oracle
Databases.

Enhanced authentication support

The authentication support for Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools is
enhanced in this release. You can use the sfae_auth_op to set up and configure
authentication for SFDB tools.

See Veritas Storage Foundation: Storage And Availability Management for Oracle
Databases.

Licensing changes in the SFHA Solutions 6.0 release
Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions 6.0 introduces the following
licensing changes:

■ The Cluster File System license is deprecated. CFS customers are entitled to
the Storage Foundation Cluster File System High Availability (SFCFS HA)
functionality.

■ TheVVROption is renamed asVeritas ReplicatorOption. This option includes
VVR (volume-based replication) and the new file-based replication solution.

■ The VVR Enterprise license is deprecated; you can use Storage Foundation
Enterprise and add Veritas Replicator Option to get this functionality. VVR
Enterprise customers are entitled to Storage Foundation Enterprise with
Replicator Option.

■ The VCS license enables full cluster functionality as well as the limited
start/stop functionality.

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise CFS for Oracle RAC (Linux/x64) customers are
entitled to Storage Foundation Enterprise for Oracle RAC (Linux/x64.)

The following functionality is included in the Standard and Enterprise licenses:

■ The Compression feature is available with the Standard license.

■ The SmartTier feature is now available with the Standard license.

■ The Deduplication feature is available with the Enterprise license on Solaris
SPARC.
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The following products are included in this release:

■ Dynamic Multi-Pathing

■ VirtualStore

■ Storage Foundation Basic

■ Storage Foundation Standard

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise

■ Veritas Cluster Server

■ Veritas Cluster Server HA/DR

■ Storage Foundation Standard HA: Storage Foundation Standard plus Veritas
Cluster Server

■ StorageFoundationEnterpriseHA: StorageFoundationEnterprise plusVeritas
Cluster Server

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise HA/DR

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise Cluster File System HA

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise Cluster File System HA/DR

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise for Oracle RAC

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise HA/DR for Oracle RAC

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise for Sybase ASE CE

■ Storage Foundation Enterprise HA/DR for Sybase CE

HA: High Availability

HA/DR: High Availability and Disaster Recovery

Veritas Replicator Option can be added to all Storage Foundation and High
Availability products, except Dynamic Multi-Pathing and Veritas Cluster Server.

Note that products, features, and options may differ by operating system and
platform. Please see the product documentation for information on supported
platforms.

Changes related to installation and upgrades
The product installer includes the following changes in 6.0 PR1.
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Support for product deploymentusing FlashArchivesonSolaris
10
Use a Flash archive to install the Storage Foundation and High Availability Suite
of products and the Solaris 10 operating system in conjunction with JumpStart.

See the Installation Guide for more information.

The installer can check product versions and hotfixes
You can check the existing product versions using the installer command with
the -version option before or after you install. After you have installed the
current version of the product, you can use the showversion script in the
/opt/VRTS/install directory to find version information.

You can discover the following information with these commands:

■ The installed version of all released Strorage Foundation andHighAvailability
Suite of products

■ The missing required packages or patches as applicable for platform

■ The available updates (including patches or hotfixes) from SORT for the
installed products

Depending on the product, the script can identify versions from 4.0 onward.

Using the installer's postcheck option
You can use the installer's postcheck option to diagnose installation-related
problems and to provide troubleshooting information.

Allow Response files to change tuning parameters
You can set non-default product and system tunable parameters using a tunables
template file. With the file, you can set tunables such as the I/O policy or toggle
native multi-pathing during or after the installation procedure.

See the Installation Guide for more information.

Packaging updates
The following lists the package changes in this release.

■ New VRTSsfcpi60 package for product installer scripts

The VRTSsfcpi60 package is introduced in this release. The VRTSsfcpi60
package contains the installer scripts and libraries that the installer uses to
install, configure and upgrade Veritas products.
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■ New VRTSfsadv package for product data deduplication on Solaris SPARC

The VRTSfsadv package is introduced in this release on Solaris SPARC. The
VRTSfsadv package contains the libraries for the data deduplication feature.

For more information, see the Installation Guide.

Enhancements to collecting a VxExplorer troubleshooting archive
The Symantec Operations Readiness Tools (SORT) data collector contains
functionality to collect and submit aVxExplorer archive. You can send this archive
to Symantec Technical Support for problem diagnosis and troubleshooting.
VxExplorer does not collect customer data.

The legacy VxExplorer script now works differently. When you run the script, it
launches the SORTdata collector on the specified local hostwith the -vxexplorer
option.

To learn more about using the data collector to collect a VxExplorer archive, see:

www.symantec.com/docs/HOWTO32575

Changes related to product documentation
The Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions 6.0 release includes the
following changes to the product documentation.

Table 1-1 lists the documents introduced in this release.

Table 1-1 New documents

NotesNew documents

Installation and upgrade information for
Storage Veritas Foundation.

Veritas Storage Foundation Installation
Guide

Administration information for Veritas
Storage Foundation.

Veritas Storage Foundation Administrator's
Guide

Release-specific information for Veritas
Storage Foundation and High Availability
users.

Veritas Storage Foundation and High
Availability Release Notes

Solutions and use cases for Veritas Storage
Foundation andHighAvailability Solutions.

Veritas Storage Foundation and High
Availability Solutions Solutions Guide

Troubleshooting information for Veritas
Storage Foundation and High Availability
Solutions.

Veritas Storage Foundation and High
Availability SolutionsTroubleshootingGuide
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Table 1-1 New documents (continued)

NotesNew documents

Release-specific information Symantec
VirtualStore.

Symantec VirtualStore Release Notes

Release-specific information for Veritas
Storage Foundation for Sybase ASE CE.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Sybase ASE
CE Release Notes

Installation information forVeritas Storage
Foundation for Sybase ASE CE.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Sybase ASE
CE Installation Guide

Administration information for Veritas
Storage Foundation for Sybase ASE CE.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Sybase ASE
CE Administrator's Guide

InformationaboutVirtual Business Services.
This document is available online.

Virtual Business Services–AvailabilityUser's
Guide

Table 1-2 lists the documents that are deprecated in this release.

Table 1-2 Deprecated documents

NotesDeprecated documents

Content now appears in the Veritas Storage
FoundationAdministrator'sGuide and in the
Veritas Storage Foundation Cluster File
System High Availability Administrator's
Guide.

Veritas File System Administrator's Guide

Content now appears in the Veritas Storage
FoundationAdministrator'sGuide and in the
Veritas Storage Foundation Cluster File
System High Availability Administrator's
Guide.

Veritas VolumeManager Administrator's
Guide

Content now appears in the Veritas Storage
Foundation and High Availability Solutions
Solutions Guide.

Veritas Storage Foundation Advanced
Features Administrator's Guide

Content now appears in the Veritas Storage
Foundation and High Availability Solutions
Troubleshooting Guide.

Veritas VolumeManager Troubleshooting
Guide

Content now appears in the Veritas Cluster
Server Bundled Agents Reference Guide.

Veritas Cluster Server Agents for Veritas
Volume Replicator Configuration Guide
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Table 1-2 Deprecated documents (continued)

NotesDeprecated documents

Content now appears in the Veritas Storage
Foundation and High Availability Solutions
Replication Administrator's Guide.

Veritas Volume Replicator Planning and
Tuning Guide

Content now appears in the Veritas Storage
Foundation and High Availability Solutions
Replication Administrator's Guide.

Veritas Volume Replicator Advisor User's
Guide

Table 1-3 lists documents that are no longer bundled with the binaries. These
documents are now available online.

Table 1-3 Online documents

Document

Veritas Cluster Server Agent Developer's Guide

Veritas Cluster Server Application Note: Dynamic Reconfiguration of Oracle Sun Servers

Veritas File System Programmer's Reference Guide

No longer supported
The following features are not supported in this release of Storage Foundation
products:

■ Several documents are deprecated in this release.
See “Changes related to product documentation” on page 27.

■ Disk layout Version 4 and 5 are no longer supported. You cannot create nor
mount a file system with disk layout Version 4 or 5. You can use the
vxfsconvert utility to upgrade the disk layout to Version 7 or later after
installing this release.
See the vxfsconvert(1M) manual page.

■ Disk layout Version 6 is deprecated. You can only local mount a file system
with disk layout Version 6, and the only operation that you can perform is to
upgrade the disk layout to a supported version by using the vxupgrade utility.
Symantec recommends that you upgrade from Version 6 to the latest default
disk layout version. You cannot createnew file systemswithdisk layoutVersion
6. If you upgrade a file system from disk layout Version 6 to a later version,
once theupgrade operation finishes, youmust unmount the file systemcleanly,
then re-mount the file system.
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See the vxupgrade(1M) manual page.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools features which
are no longer supported

The following Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools features are not
supported in this release:

■ FlashSnap reverse resync

■ Checkpoint policy and Checkpoint quotas

■ Interactive modes in clone and rollback

Cluster Volume Manager (CVM) no longer supported for Sun Clusters
In this release, Cluster Volume Manager (CVM) no longer supports Sun Clusters.

Solaris 8 and Solaris 9 branded zones are no longer supported for
SFHA configurations

Solaris 8 and Solaris 9 branded zones are no longer supported for SFHA
configurations in this release.

System requirements
The topics in this section describe the system requirements for this release.

■ Supported operating systems

■ Hardware compatibility list (HCL)

■ Veritas Storage Foundation for Database features supported in database
environments

■ Veritas Storage Foundation memory requirements

Supported operating systems
Table 1-4 shows the supported operating systems for this release.

Table 1-4 Supported operating systems

ChipsetsLevelsOperating systems

SPARCSRU 11.0.x.y.zSolaris 11
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Table 1-4 Supported operating systems (continued)

ChipsetsLevelsOperating systems

x64SRU 11.0.x.y.zSolaris 11

Note: Supported Repository Update (SRU) digits in the table represent
Release.Update.SRU.Build.Respin.

Hardware compatibility list (HCL)
The hardware compatibility list contains information about supported hardware
and is updated regularly. Before installing or upgrading Storage Foundation and
High Availability Solutions products, review the current compatibility list to
confirm the compatibility of your hardware and software.

For the latest information on supported hardware, visit the following URL:

http://www.symantec.com/docs/TECH170013

For information on specific High Availability setup requirements, see theVeritas
Cluster Server Installation Guide.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Database features supported in
database environments

Veritas Storage Foundation for Database (SFDB) product features are supported
for the following database environments:

Table 1-5 SFDB features supported in database environments

SybaseOracleDB2SFDB feature

NoYesNoOracle Disk Manager, Cached Oracle Disk
Manager

YesYesYesQuick I/O, Cached Quick I/O

YesYesYesConcurrent I/O

YesYesYesStorage Checkpoints

YesYesYesFlashsnap

YesYesYesSmartTier

NoYesNoDatabase Storage Checkpoints
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Table 1-5 SFDB features supported in database environments (continued)

SybaseOracleDB2SFDB feature

NoYesNoDatabase Flashsnap

NoYesNoSmartTier for Oracle

For the most current information on Storage Foundation and single instance
Oracle versions supported, see:

http://www.symantec.com/docs/DOC4039

Review current documentation for your database to confirm the compatibility of
your hardware and software.

Veritas Storage Foundation memory requirements
Symantec recommends 2 GB of memory over the minimum requirement for the
operating system.

Known issues
This section covers the known issues in this release.

See the corresponding Release Notes for a complete list of known issues related
to that product.

See “Documentation” on page 58.

Issues related to installation
This section describes the known issues during installation and upgrade.

While configuring authentication passwords through the
Veritas product installer, the double quote character is not
accepted (1245237)
TheVeritas product installer prompts you to configure authentication passwords
when you configure Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) as a secure cluster, or when you
configure Symantec ProductAuthenticationService (AT) in authentication broker
(AB) mode. If you use the Veritas product installer to configure authentication
passwords, the double quote character (\") is not accepted. Even though this special
character is accepted by authentication, the installer does not correctly pass the
characters through to the nodes.
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Workaround:There isnoworkaround for this issue.Whenenteringauthentication
passwords, do not use the double quote character (\").

During product migration the installer overestimates disk
space use (2088827)
The installer displays the space that all the product packages and patches needs.
Duringmigration somepackages are already installed and duringmigration some
packages are removed. This releases disk space. The installer then claims more
space than it actually needs.

Workaround: Run the installer with -nospacecheck option if the disk space is
less than that installer claims but more than actually required.

On Solaris 11, uninstalling an IPS package does not always
remove the package's SMF services from the SMF database
On Solaris 11, after uninstalling an IPS package, some of the SMF services owned
by the package that was uninstalled continue to exist in the SMF database. This
issue is due to a defect in the Solaris 11 operating system.

Formore information, refer to theOracle bug ID#7104300 (Removing an external
dependency manifest and its manifest the instance is masked).

This issue sometimes prevents you from reinstalling the same package. For
example, if youuninstall theVRTSvxvmpackage, reinstalling thepackage completes,
but some SMF services fail to get added to the repository, which leads to VxVM
drivers not getting loaded, as well as vxconfigd and other VxVM daemons not
starting.

Workaround: Update your Solaris 11 systems to Solaris 11 Support Repository
Update 1.

On Solaris 11, uninstalling an IPS package moves some files
to the $IMAGE_META/lost+found directory
After uninstalling an IPS package, some of the files related to the package get
moved to the $IMAGE_META/lost+found directory. The value of $IMAGE_META
generally is /var/pkg. These files are not part of the package, but reside in the
directories created by the package.

One example is the log files. In the VRTSvxvm package, the CBR log files are kept
in /var/adm/vx. During the uninstallation of the VRTSvxvmpackage, the following
warning message displays:
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The following unexpected or editable files and directories were

salvaged while executing the requested package operation; they

have been moved to the displayed location in the image:

var/adm/vx -> /var/pkg/lost+found/var/adm/vx-20120221T114835Z

usr/lib/vxvm/bin -> /var/pkg/lost+found/usr/lib/vxvm/bin-20120221T114835Z

etc/vx/vras -> /var/pkg/lost+found/etc/vx/vras-20120221T114835Z

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue. This is Solaris 11 IPS
behaviour.

Veritas Storage Foundation known issues
This section describes the known issues in this release of Veritas Storage
Foundation (SF).

There are no new known issues in this release of Veritas Storage Foundation (SF).

Veritas Volume Manager known issues
The following are the Veritas Volume Manager known issues for this release.

Node join can lead to hang if an upgrade of the cluster protocol
version is in progress (2103567)
If you attempt to join a node to the cluster while Cluster Volume Manager (CVM)
is upgrading the cluster protocol version, the systemmay hang. This issue occurs
if the node is attempting to join the cluster after you issue the vxdctl upgrade

command to upgrade the CVM cluster.

Work-around:

Avoid joining anewnode to the cluster until theCVMcluster upgrade is completed.

Veritas VolumeManager (VxVM)might report false serial split
brain under certain scenarios (1834513)
VxVM might detect and report a false serial split brain when all of the following
conditions are met:

■ One or more arrays that provide the shared storage for the cluster are being
powered off

■ At the same time when the arrays are being powered off, an operation that
requires an internal transaction is initiated (such as VxVM configuration
commands)
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In such a scenario, disk group import will fail with a split brain error and the
vxsplitlines output will show 0 or 1 pools.

Workaround:

To recover from this situation

1 Retrieve the disk media identifier (dm_id) from the configuration copy:

# /etc/vx/diag.d/vxprivutil dumpconfig device-path

The dm_id is also the serial split brain id (ssbid)

2 Use the dm_id in the following command to recover from the situation:

# /etc/vx/diag.d/vxprivutil set device-path ssbid=dm_id

vxdisk -f init can overwrite some of the public region contents
(1190117)
If a disk was initialized by a previous VxVM version or defined with a smaller
private region than the new default of 32 MB, then the public region data will be
overridden.

Workaround:

Specify explicitly the length of privoffset, puboffset, publen, and privlen while
initializing the disk.

The relayout operation fails when there are too many disks in
the disk group. (2015135)
The attempted relayout operation on a disk group containing approximatelymore
than 300 LUNs or disks may fail with the following error:

Cannot setup space

Expanding a LUN to a size greater than 1 TB fails to show
correct expanded size (2123677)
This issue occurs when you perform a Dynamic LUN Expansion for a LUN that is
smaller than 1 TB and increase the size to greater than 1 Tb. After the expansion,
Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM) fails ongoing I/O, and the public region size is
reset to original size. After you run the vxdisk scandisks command, VxVMdoes
not show the correct expanded size of the LUN. The issue is due to underlying
Solaris issues. Refer to Sun Bug Id 6929449 and Sun Bug Id 6912703.

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.
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Co-existence check might fail for CDS disks
InVeritasVolumeManager (VxVM)5.1SP1,VxVMintroduces theability to support
Cross-platformData Sharing (CDS) on disks larger than 1TB. VxVMuses the SUN
VTOC Table to initialize the cdsdisk layout on devices up to 1 TB. VxVM uses the
GUID Partition Table (GPT) to initialize the cdsdisk layout on devices larger than
1 TB.

In layouts where SUN VTOC Table is used for initialization (typically, when the
disk size has never exceeded 1 TB), the AIX co-existence label can be found at
sector 7 and VxVM ID block (also known as HP co-existence label) can be found
at sector 16.

In layouts where GPT is used for initialization (typically, when the disk size is
currently greater than or had earlier exceeded 1 TB), the AIX co-existence label
is placed at sector 55 and VxVM ID block (also known as HP co-existence label) is
placed at sector 64. Consequently, AIX utilities would not be able to recognize a
cdsdisk initialized using GPT to be a valid VxVM disk. Symantec is working with
IBM and third party OEMs to enhance the co-existence check in these utilities.

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

Removing a volume from a thin LUN in an alternate boot disk
group triggers disk reclamation (2080609)
If you remove a volume from an alternate boot disk group on a thin LUN, this
operation triggers thin reclamation, whichmay remove information required for
the disk to be bootable. This issue does not affect the current boot disk, since
VxVM avoids performing a reclaim on disks under the bootdg.

Workaround: If you remove a volume or plex from an alternate boot disk group
with the vxedit command, specify the -n option to avoid triggering thin
reclamation. For example:

# vxedit -g diskgroup -rfn rm volumename

vxsnap addmir command sometimes fails under heavy I/O load
(2441283)
Thevxsnap addmir command sometimes fails underheavy I/O loadandproduces
multiple errors.

Workaround: Rerun the vxsnap addmir command.
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Probing vxio with DTrace fails on Sparc machines. (2180635)
This issue exists because of inability of DTrace to load a module whose text size
is greater than 2MB on Sparc machines. While trying to load vxio with DTrace
you may see following warning messages on console:

dtrace: WARNING: couldn't allocate SDT table for module vxio

fbt: WARNING: couldn't allocate FBT table for module vxio

There is no workaround for this issue.

The vxassist maxsize option fails to report the maximum size
of the volume that can be createdwith given constraints when
the disk group has the siteconsistent flag set (2563195)
The vxassist maxsize option fails to report the maximum size of volume that
can be created with given constraints when the disk group has the siteconsistent
flag set. The following error is reported:

# vxassist -g dgname maxsize

VxVM vxassist ERROR V-5-1-752 No volume can be created within the given

constraints

Workaround:

Specify the size explicitly to the vxassist make command.

Disks on the LDOM guest are claimed under other_disks
category (2354005)
The disks on the LDOMguest are claimed under "other_disks" enclosure, because
these disks are not capable of beingmulti-pathed byDMP.This is expected because
these devices represent VxVM volumes in the host. By design, devices under
other_disks enclosure have their name based on underlying OS path regardless
of the DDL naming scheme.

The vxsnap print command shows incorrect value for
percentage dirty (2360780)
The vxsnap print command can display the percentage of regions that differ
between snapshots, shown as the %dirty. In Storage Foundation 6.0, if this
command is run while the volumes are online and being actively used, the shown
%dirty may lag from actual percentage dirty for instant snap data change object
(DCO) volumes. That is, the command output may show less %dirty than actual.
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After changing the preferred path from the array side, the
secondary path becomes active (2490012)
For EVA arrays, DMP requires that the prefer bit is static. If the prefer bit is not
static, issues like the followingmay occur. After changing the prefer path of LUN
from the array side, and performing a disk discovery (vxdisk scandisks) from
the host, the secondary path becomes active for the LUN.

Work-around:

To work around this issue

1 Set the pref bit for the LUN.

2 Perform disk discovery again:

# vxdisk scandisks

The vxdisksetup command fails to initialize disks in cdsdisk
format for LDOM disks greater than 1 TB (2557072)
The vxdisksetup command fails to initialize disks in cdsdisk format for LDOM
disks greater than 1 TB. This issue is due to an LDOMoperating system command
which fails when the number of partitions in the GUID partition table (GPT) label
is greater than 9. The cdsdisk format requires at least 128 partitions to be
compatible with Linux systems.

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

Veritas File System known issues
This section describes the known issues in this release of Veritas File System
(VxFS).

Taking a FileSnapoverNFSmultiple timeswith the same target
name can result in the 'File exists' error (2353352)
The "File exists" error occurs as a result of the caching behavior of the NFS client.
Because the link operation is successful, the NFS client assumes that a file with
the specified target name, such as file2::snap:vxfs:, was created.. As a result,
the NFS client caches a file with this name.

Workaround: Remove the target file after a snapshot is created. This forces the
NFS client to remove the name from the cache. For example:

# ln file1 file2::snap:vxfs:

# rm file2::snap:vxfs:
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Enabling delayed allocation on a small file system sometimes
disables the file system (2389318)
When you enable delayed allocation on a small file system, such as around 100
MB, the file system can get disabled. In this case, the following error message
,displays in the system console log:

mesg 001: V-2-1: vx_nospace - file_system file system full

(size block extent)

Workaround: Use the vxtunefs command to turn off delayed allocation for the
file system.

Delayed allocation sometimes gets turned off automatically
when one of the volumes in a multi-volume file system nears
100% usage even if other volumes have free space (2438368)
Delayed allocation sometimes gets turned off automatically when one of the
volumes in amulti-volume file system isnearing100%usage even if other volumes
in the file system have free space.

Workaround: After sufficient space is freed from the volume, delayed allocation
automatically resumes.

A mutex contention in vx_worklist_lk() can use up to 100% of
a single CPU (2086902)
A mutex contention in the vx_worklist_lk() call can use up to 100% of a single
CPU.

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

Upgrading fromdisk layout Version 8 to 9 on a file systemwith
partitioned directories and Storage Checkpoints can return
with a read-only file system error message (2583201)
Upgrading from disk layout Version 8 to 9 on a file system with partitioned
directories and Storage Checkpoints can returnwith a read-only file system error
message. The issuewith partitioneddirectories occurs because disk layoutVersion
9 has a new hash function. The issue with Storage Checkpoints occurs because
the Storage Checkpoints are marked as read-only during the upgrade.

Workaround: Before upgrading a VxFS file system with disk layout Version 8 to
Version 9, use the following procedure to avoid this error message.
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To avoid the system error message

1 Disable the partitioned directories feature if the feature is enabled by setting
the pdir_enable tunable to 0.

See the vxtunefs(1M) manual page.

2 Remove all Storage Checkpoints before the upgrade.

See the fsckptadm(1M) manual page.

Using cross-platformdata sharing to convert a file system that
has more than 32k nlinks does not update the vx_maxlink and
maxlink_enable tunables (2655788)
If you use cross-platformdata sharing to convert a file system that hasmore than
32k nlinks, the conversion process does not update the vx_maxlink and
maxlink_enable tunables on the target file system.

Workaround:After the cross-platformdata sharing conversioncompletes, validate
the values of the vx_maxlink and maxlink_enable tunables. If the file systemhad
more than 32k nlinks before the conversion, ensure that the these tunables are
updated on the target file system before mounting the file system.

Deduplication can fail with error 110 (2591473)
In some cases, data deduplication fails with a message similar to the following
example:

Saving Status Node Type Filesystem

---------------------------------------------------------------------

00% FAILED node01 MANUAL /data/fs1

2011/10/26 01:38:58 End full scan with error

In addition, the deduplication log contains an error similar to the following
example:

2011/10/26 01:35:09 DEDUP_ERROR AddBlock failed. Error = 110

These errors indicate that the deduplication process is running low on space and
needs more free space to complete.

Workaround: Make more space available on the file system.
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vxresize failswhile shrinking a file systemwith the "blocks are
currently in use" error (2437138)
The vxresize shrink operation may fail when active I/Os are in progress on the
file system and the file system is being shrunk to a size closer to its current usage.
You see a message similar to the following example:

UX:vxfs fsadm: ERROR: V-3-20343: cannot shrink /dev/vx/rdsk/dg1/vol1 -

blocks are currently in use.

VxVM vxresize ERROR V-5-1-7514 Problem running fsadm command for volume

vol1, in diskgroup dg1

Workaround: Rerun the shrink operation after stopping the I/Os.

System hang when using ls, du and find (2598356)
The systemsometimeshangswhenusing the ls, du, or find commands. Thehang
occurs in the following stack:

schedule_timeout

vx_iget

vx_dirlook

vx_lookup

do_lookup

do_path_lookup

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

Expanding a 100% full file system can cause a panic (2599590)
Expanding a 100% full file systemcan cause a panicwith the following stack trace:

bad_kern_reference()

$cold_vfault()

vm_hndlr()

bubbledown()

vx_logflush()

vx_log_sync1()

vx_log_sync()

vx_worklist_thread()

kthread_daemon_startup()

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.
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Warning message sometimes appear in the console during
system startup (2354829)
During system startup, following messages sometimes appear in system console:

WARNING: couldn't allocate SDT table for module vxfs

WARNING: couldn't allocate FBT table for module vxfs

Loading smf(5) service descriptions: 2/2

These warnings indicate that the SDT and FBT DTrace probes might not be
available for the VxFS module. The VxFS module still loads and works correctly.
Dtrace SDT/FBT has limits on the size of module that it can support. Since the
VxFSmodule exceeds the size thatDtrace can support, SDTandFBTDtrace probes
might not work for VxFS.

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

Replication known issues
This section describes the replication known issues in this release of Veritas
Storage Foundation.

vradmin syncvol command compatibility with IPv6 addresses
(2075307)
The vradmin syncvol command does notworkwith the compressed formof IPv6
addresses. In IPv6 environments, if you run the vradmin syncvol command and
identify the target host using compressed formof the IPv6 address, the command
fails with following error message:

# vradmin -s -full syncvol vol1 fe80::221:5eff:fe49:ad10:dg1:vol1

VxVM VVR vradmin ERROR V-5-52-420 Incorrect format for syncvol.

Also, if you run the vradmin addsec command and you specify the Secondary
host using the compressed IPv6 address, the vradmin syncvol command also
fails – even if you specify the target as hostname.

Workaround: When you use the vradmin addsec and vradmin syncvol

commands, do not specify compressed IPv6 addresses; instead, use hostnames.

RVGPrimary agent operation to start replication between the
original Primary and the bunker fails during failback (2054804)
TheRVGPrimary agent initiated operation to start replicationbetween the original
Primary and the bunker fails during failback –whenmigrating back to the original
Primary after disaster recovery – with the error message:
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VxVM VVR vxrlink ERROR V-5-1-5282 Error getting information from

remote host. Internal Error.

The issue applies to global clustering with a bunker configuration, where the
bunker replication is configuredusing storageprotocol. It occurswhen thePrimary
comes back even before the bunker disk group is imported on the bunker host to
initialize the bunker replay by the RVGPrimary agent in the Secondary cluster.

Workaround:

To resolve this issue

1 Before failback,make sure that bunker replay is either completed or aborted.

2 After failback, deport and import the bunker disk group on the original
Primary.

3 Try the start replication operation from outside of VCS control.

Bunker replaydidnot occurwhen theApplicationServiceGroup
was configured on some of the systems in the Primary cluster,
and ClusterFailoverPolicy is set to "AUTO" (2047724)
The time that it takes for a global cluster to fail over an application service group
can sometimes be smaller than the time that it takes for VVR to detect the
configuration change associated with the primary fault. This can occur in a
bunkered, globally clustered configuration when the value of the
ClusterFailoverPolicy attribute is Auto and the AppGroup is configured on a
subset of nodes of the primary cluster.

This causes the RVGPrimary online at the failover site to fail. The following
messages appear in the VCS engine log:

RVGPrimary:RVGPrimary:online:Diskgroup bunkerdgname could not be

imported on bunker host hostname. Operation failed with error 256

and message VxVM VVR vradmin ERROR V-5-52-901 NETWORK ERROR: Remote

server unreachable... Timestamp VCS ERROR V-16-2-13066 (hostname)

Agent is calling clean for resource(RVGPrimary) because the resource

is not up even after online completed.

Workaround:

To resolve this issue

◆ When the configuration includes a bunker node, set the value of the
OnlineRetryLimit attribute of theRVGPrimary resource to a non-zero value.
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TheRVGPrimary agentmay fail to bring the application service
group online on the new Primary site because of a previous
primary-elect operation not being run or not completing
successfully (2043831)
In a primary-elect configuration, the RVGPrimary agent may fail to bring the
application service groups online on the new Primary site, due to the existence
of previously-created instant snapshots. This may happen if you do not run the
ElectPrimary command to elect the newPrimary or if the previous ElectPrimary
command did not complete successfully.

Workaround: Destroy the instant snapshots manually using the vxrvg -g dg

-P snap_prefix snapdestroy rvg command. Clear the application service group
and bring it back online manually.

A snapshot volume created on the Secondary, containing a
VxFS file system may not mount in read-write mode and
performing a read-writemount of the VxFS file systems on the
new Primary after a global clustering site failover may fail
(1558257)
Issue 1:

When the vradmin ibc command is used to take a snapshot of a replicated data
volume containing a VxFS file system on the Secondary, mounting the snapshot
volume in read-write mode may fail with the following error:

UX:vxfs mount: ERROR: V-3-21268: /dev/vx/dsk/dg/snapshot_volume

is corrupted. needs checking

This happens because the file system may not be quiesced before running the
vradmin ibc command and therefore, the snapshot volume containing the file
system may not be fully consistent.

Issue 2:

After a global clustering site failover, mounting a replicated data volume
containing a VxFS file system on the new Primary site in read-write mode may
fail with the following error:

UX:vxfs mount: ERROR: V-3-21268: /dev/vx/dsk/dg/data_volume

is corrupted. needs checking

This usually happens because the file system was not quiesced on the original
Primary site prior to the global clustering site failover and therefore, the file
systems on the new Primary site may not be fully consistent.
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Workaround: The following workarounds resolve these issues.

For issue 1, run the fsck command on the snapshot volume on the Secondary, to
restore the consistency of the file system residing on the snapshot.

For example:

# fsck -F vxfs /dev/vx/dsk/dg/snapshot_volume

For issue 2, run the fsck command on the replicated data volumes on the new
Primary site, to restore the consistency of the file system residing on the data
volume.

For example:

# fsck -F vxfs /dev/vx/dsk/dg/data_volume

In an IPv6-only environment RVG, data volumes or SRL names
cannot contain a colon
Issue: After upgrading VVR to an IPv6-only environment in 6.0 release, vradmin
commands may not work when a colon is specified in the RVG, data volume(s)
and/or SRL name. It is also possible that after upgrading VVR to an IPv6-only
environment, vradmin createprimaydumpcorewhenprovidedwithRVG, volume
and/or SRL names containing a colon in it.

Workaround: Make sure that colons are not specified in the volume, SRL and
RVG names in the VVR configuration

vradmin commands might fail on non-logowner node after
logowner change (1810827)
When VVR is used for replicating shared disk groups in an SFCFS or SFRAC
environment consisting of three or more nodes, a logowner change event might,
in rare instances, render vradmin commands unusable on someor all of the cluster
nodes. In such instances, the following message appears in the "Config Errors:"
sectionof theoutput of thevradmin repstatusandvradmin printrvgcommands:

vradmind not reachable on cluster peer

In addition, all other vradmin commands (except vradmin printvol) fail with the
error:

"VxVM VVR vradmin ERROR V-5-52-488 RDS has configuration error related

to the master and logowner."

This is due to a defect in the internal communication sub-system, which will be
resolved in a later release.
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Workaround: Restart vradmind on all the cluster nodes using the following
commands:

# /lib/svc/method/vras-vradmind.sh stop

# /lib/svc/method/vras-vradmind.sh start

While vradmin commands are running, vradmind may
temporarily lose heart beats (2162625, 2275444)
This issuemay occasionally occurwhenyouuse vradmin commands to administer
VVR.While thevradmin commands run,vradmindmaytemporarily loseheartbeats,
and the commands terminate with the following error message:

VxVM VVR vradmin ERROR V-5-52-803 Lost connection to host host;

terminating command execution.

Workaround:

To resolve this issue

1 Depending on the application I/O workload and network environment,
uncomment and increase the value of the IPM_HEARTBEAT_TIMEOUT variable
in the /etc/vx/vras/vras_env on all the hosts of the RDS to a higher value.
The following example increases the timeout value to 120 seconds.

export IPM_HEARTBEAT_TIMEOUT

IPM_HEARTBEAT_TIMEOUT=120

2 Restart vradmind on all the hosts of the RDS to put the new
IPM_HEARTBEAT_TIMEOUT value into affect. Enter the following on all the hosts
of the RDS:

# /etc/init.d/vras-vradmind.sh stop

# /etc/init.d/vras-vradmind.sh start

vxassist relayout removes the DCM (2162522)
If you perform a relayout that adds a column to a striped volume that has a DCM,
the DCM is removed. There is no message indicating that this has happened. To
replace the DCM, enter the following:

#vxassist -g diskgroup addlog vol logtype=dcm
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vxassist and vxresize operations do not work with layered
volumes that are associated to an RVG (2162579)
This issue occurs when you try a resize operation on a volume that is associated
to an RVG and has a striped-mirror layout.

Workaround:

To resize layered volumes that are associated to an RVG

1 Pause or stop the applications.

2 Wait for the RLINKs to be up to date. Enter the following:

# vxrlink -g diskgroup status rlink

3 Stop the affected RVG. Enter the following:

# vxrvg -g diskgroup stop rvg

4 Disassociate the volumes from the RVG. Enter the following:

# vxvol -g diskgroup dis vol

5 Resize the volumes. In this example, the volume is increased to 10 GB. Enter
the following:

# vxassist -g diskgroup growto vol 10G

6 Associate the data volumes to the RVG. Enter the following:

# vxvol -g diskgroup assoc rvg vol

7 Start the RVG. Enter the following:

# vxrvg -g diskgroup start rvg

8 Resume or start the applications.

Creating a primary diskgroup fails if there is no extra LUN to
mirror the data change map (2478684)
Creating a primary diskgroup fails if there is no extra LUN to mirror the data
change map (DCM), even if you have enough disk space.

Workaround:AddaLUN to the diskgroup before creating the primary diskgroup.
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verifydata operation fails when replicating between versions
5.1 and 6.0 (2360713)
When replicating in a cross-versionVVRenvironment consisting of hosts running
Storage Foundation 5.1 and hosts running Storage Foundation 6.0, the vradmin
verifydata command fails with the following error:

VxVM VVR vxrsync ERROR V-5-52-2222 [from host]: VxVM in.vxrsyncd

ERROR V-5-36-2125 Server volume access error during [assign volids]

volume path: [/dev/vx/dsk/dg/snapshot_volume] reason: [this could be

because a target volume is disabled or an rlink associated with a

target volume is not detached during sync operation].

Workaround: There are two workarounds for this issue.

■ Upgrade the hosts running Storage Foundation 5.1 to Storage Foundation
5.1SP1 or later and re-run the vradmin verifydata command.

■ Follow the offline verification procedure in the "Verifying the data on the
Secondary" section of the Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability
Solutions Replication Administrator's Guide. This process requires ensuring
that the secondary is up-to-date, pausing replication, and running the vradmin
syncrvg command with the -verify option.

Replication hang when VVR logowner is on CVM slave node
(2405943)
WhenVVR isused for asynchronous replication in shareddisk groupenvironment,
one of thenodes of the cluster at the primary site is chosen as the logowner.When
the logowner node is on a node which is a slave node for the underlying CVM
cluster, in the presence of heavy I/O from a node that is not the logowner, it is
possible to get into a replication hang. This is due to an internal defect which will
be fixed in later releases.

Workaround: Enable the PreOnline trigger of the RVGLogOwner agent so that
the VVR logowner will always reside on the CVM master node. For the detailed
procedure, refer to the RVGLogowner agent notes section in the Veritas Cluster
Server Bundled Agents Reference Guide.

Cannot relayout data volumes in an RVG from concat to
striped-mirror (2162537)
This issue occurs when you try a relayout operation on a data volume which is
associated to an RVG, and the target layout is a striped-mirror.

Workaround:
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To relayout a data volume in an RVG from concat to striped-mirror

1 Pause or stop the applications.

2 Wait for the RLINKs to be up to date. Enter the following:

# vxrlink -g diskgroup status rlink

3 Stop the affected RVG. Enter the following:

# vxrvg -g diskgroup stop rvg

4 Disassociate the volumes from the RVG. Enter the following:

# vxvol -g diskgroup dis vol

5 Relayout the volumes to striped-mirror. Enter the following:

# vxassist -g diskgroup relayout vol layout=stripe-mirror

6 Associate the data volumes to the RVG. Enter the following:

# vxvol -g diskgroup assoc rvg vol

7 Start the RVG. Enter the following:

# vxrvg -g diskgroup start rvg

8 Resume or start the applications.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools known issues
The following are known issues in this release of Veritas Storage Foundation
products.

Secondary-host related operations may fail in a pure IPv6
environment (2625708)
In a pure IPv6 configuration, using the --secondary_host option with vxsfadm

or the equivalent -t option for dbed_vmchecksnap may fail with the following
error message if name resolution is configured to use /etc/hosts rather than
DNS:

SFDB vxsfadm ERROR V-81-0161 The given secondary host <hostname>

is not reachable.
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Action: Specify a different secondary host, or remove the -t option

if the secondary host is not running at this time.

Workaround

Use one of the following workarounds:

■ Configure name resolution to use DNS instead of a hosts file, if a DNS server
is available.

■ Do not use the --secondary_host option.

This option is not mandatory for off-host operations. Off-host operations are
fully supported without specifying this option.

dbed_update or vxsfadmmay fail in a pure IPv6 environment
(2619958)
In a pure IPv6 environment, the dbed_update or the vxsfadm command may fail
with the following error:

SFDB vxsfadm ERROR V-81-0685

Oracle instance SIDB does not seem to be running

Workaround

Ensure that an IPv4 address is configured for localhost. This IP does not need to
be reachable from other hosts.

To configure an IPv4 localhost address

◆ Run the following command as root:

# ifconfig lo0 plumb

Database Storage Checkpoint unmount may fail with device
busy (2591463)
In some cases,when adatabase that is clonedusing aDatabase StorageCheckpoint
is shut down, an error similar to the following may occur:

SFAE Error:0457: Failed to unmount device

/dev/vx/dsk/datadg/datavol:Ckpt_1317707593_rw_1317708154.

Reason: VxFS returned error : umount: /tmp/clonedb/data: device is busy

Workaround

As an Oracle user, force shut down the clone database if it is up and then retry
the unmount operation.
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Incorrect error message if wrong host name is provided
(2585643)
If you provide an incorrect host namewith the -r option of vxsfadm, the command
fails with an error message similar to one of the following:

FSM Error: Can't use string ("") as a HASH ref while "strict refs"

in use at /opt/VRTSdbed/lib/perl/DBED/SfaeFsm.pm line 776.

SFDB vxsfadm ERROR V-81-0609 Repository location is invalid.

The error messages are unclear.

Workaround

Provide the name of a host that has the repository database, with the -r option
of vxsfadm.

FlashSnap validate reports snapshot unsplittable (2534422)
The FlashSnap validation operation fails with the following error if the mirrors
for data volumes and archive log volumes share the same set of disks:

SFAE Error:0642: Storage for diskgroup oradatadg is not splittable.

Workaround

Ensure that snapshot plexes for data volumes and snapshot plexes for archive
log volumes reside on separate set of disks.

Attempt to use SmartTier commands fails (2332973)
The attempts to run SmartTier commands such as dbdst_preset_policy
ordbdst_file_move fail with the following error:

fsppadm: ERROR: V-3-26551: VxFS failure on low level mechanism

with message - Device or resource busy

This error occurs if a sub-file SmartTier command such as dbdst_obj_move has
been previously run on the file system.

There is no workaround for this issue. You cannot use file-based SmartTier and
sub-file SmartTier simultaneously.
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dbed_vmclonedb ignores new clone SID value after cloning
once (2580318)
After you have done FlashSnap cloning using a snapplan, any further attempts
to create a clone from the same snapplan using the dbed_vmclonedb continue to
use the original clone SID, rather than the new SID specified using the new_sid
parameter.

This issue is also observedwhen you resynchronize the snapplan, take a snapshot
again without specifying the new clone SID, and then try to clone with the new
SID.

Workaround

You can use one of the following workarounds:

■ After the snapshot is resynchronized, delete the snapplan using the
dbed_vmchecksnap -o remove command. You can then use a new clone SID
by creating a new snapplan, which may have the same name, and using the
snapplan for taking more snapshots.

■ Use the vxsfadm command to take the snapshot again and specify the clone
SID with the snapshot operation so that the clone operation can be done with
the new clone SID.

Attempt to use certain names for tiers results in error
(2581390)
If you attempt to use certain names for tiers, the following error message is
displayed:

SFORA dbdst_classify ERROR V-81-6107 Invalid Classname BALANCE

This error occurs because the followingnames are reserved and are not permitted
as tier names for SmartTier:

■ BALANCE

■ CHECKPOINT

■ METADATA

Workaround

Use a name for SmartTier classes that is not a reserved name.
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User authentication fails (2579929)
The sfae_auth_op -o auth_user command, used for authorizing users, fails
with the following error message:

SFDB vxsfadm ERROR V-81-0384 Unable to store credentials for <username>

Reattempting the operation fails with the following error message:

SFDB vxsfadm ERROR V-81-0372 AT broker failed to start:

The authentication setup might have been run with a strict umask value, which
results in the required files and directories being inaccessible to the non-root
users.

Workaround

If you have not done authentication setup, set umask to a less strict value before
running thesfae_auth_op -o setuporsfae_auth_op -o import_broker_config

commands.

To set umask to a less strict value

◆ Use the command:

# umask 022

If you have already done authentication setup, perform the following steps.

To resolve the problem if you have already done authentication setup

1 Shut down the authentication broker, if it is running.

# /opt/VRTSdbed/at-broker/bin/sfaeatd.sh stop

2 Change the permissions for files and directories that are required to be
readable by non-root users.

# chmod o+r /etc/vx/vxdbed/admin.properties

# chmod o+rx /var/vx/vxdba/auth/users

# find /opt/VRTSdbed/at-broker -type d -exec chmod o+rx {} \;

Clone operation failure might leave clone database in
unexpected state (2512664)
If the clone operation fails, itmay leave the clone database in an unexpected state.
Retrying the clone operation might not work.
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Workaround

If retrying does not work, perform one the following actions depending on the
point-in-time copy method you are using:

■ For FlashSnap, resync the snapshot and try the clone operation again.

■ For FileSnap and Database Storage Checkpoints, destroy the clone and create
the clone again.

■ For space-optimized snapshots, destroy the snapshot and create a new
snapshot.

Contact Symantec support if retrying using the workaround does not succeed.

FlashSnap resync fails if there is an existing space-optimized
snapshot (2479901)
If you try a FlashSnap resync operationwhen there is an existing space-optimized
snapshot, the resync operation fails with the following error:

Error: VxVM vxdg ERROR V-5-1-4597 vxdg join FS_oradg oradg failed

datavol_snp : Record already exists in disk group

archvol_snp : Record already exists in disk group

Workaround

Destroy the space-optimized snapshot first and then perform the FlashSnap
resync operation.

Clone command fails if PFILE entries have their values spread
across multiple lines (1764885)
If you have a log_archive_dest_1 in single line in the init.ora file, then
dbed_vmclonedbwill work but dbed_vmclonebwill fail if you put inmultiple lines
for log_archive_dest_1.

Workaround

There is no workaround for this issue.

Software limitations
This section covers the software limitations of this release.

See the corresponding Release Notes for a complete list of software limitations
related to that component or product.

See “Documentation” on page 58.
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Veritas File System software limitations
The following are software limitations in the 6.0 PR1 release of Veritas Storage
Foundation.

Recommended limit of number of files in a directory
TomaximizeVxFSperformance, donot exceed 100,000 files in the samedirectory.
Use multiple directories instead.

The vxlist command cannot correctly display numbers greater
than or equal to 1 EB
The vxlist command and all of the other commands that use the same library
as the vxlist command cannot correctly display numbers greater than or equal
to 1 EB.

Limitationswithdelayedallocation for extendingwrites feature
The following limitations apply to the delayed allocation for extending writes
feature:

■ In the cases where the file data must be written to disk immediately, delayed
allocation is disabled on that file. Examples of such cases include Direct I/O,
concurrent I/O, FDD/ODM access, and synchronous I/O.

■ Delayed allocation is not supported on memory mapped files.

■ Delayed allocation is not supported with BSD quotas. When BSD quotas are
enabled on a file system, delayed allocation is turned off automatically for that
file system.

■ Delayed allocation is not supported for sharedmounts in a cluster file system.

FlashBackup in NetBackup 7.1 and prior does not support disk
layout Version 8 and 9
The FlashBackup feature of NetBackup 7.1 or prior does not support a VxFS file
system with disk layout Version 8 or 9.

Compressed files that are backed up using NetBackup 7.1 or
prior become uncompressed when you restore the files
TheNetBackup7.1 release andprior does not support the file compression feature.
If you back up compressed files using NetBackup 7.1 or a prior release, the files
become uncompressed when you restore the files.
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Veritas Volume Manager software limitations
The following are software limitations in this release of Veritas VolumeManager.

DMP and EMC PowerPath coexistence
EMC PowerPath (EMCPP) currently does not claim support for Solaris 11.
Therefore, DMP and EMCPP coexistence is not supported in Solaris 11.

You cannot encapsulate the boot disk in Solaris 11
Encapsulation of the boot disk in Solaris 11 is not supported.

Replication software limitations
The following are replication software limitations in this release ofVeritas Storage
Foundation.

Replication in a shared environment
Currently, replication support is limited to 8-node cluster applications.

IPv6 software limitations
VVR does not support the following Internet Protocol configurations:

■ A replication configuration from an IPv4-only node to an IPv6-only node and
from an IPv6-only node to an IPv4-only node is not supported, because the
IPv6-only node has no IPv4 address configured on it and thereforeVVR cannot
establish communication between the two nodes.

■ A replication configuration in which an IPv4 address is specified for the
local_host attribute of a primary RLINK and an IPv6 address is specified for
the remote_host attribute of the same RLINK.

■ A replication configuration in which an IPv6 address is specified for the
local_host attribute of a primary RLINK and an IPv4 address is specified for
the remote_host attribute of the same RLINK.

■ IPv6 is not supported in a CVM and VVR cluster where some nodes in the
cluster are IPv4-only and other nodes in the same cluster are IPv6-only, or all
nodes of a cluster are IPv4-only and all nodes of a remote cluster are IPv6-only.

■ VVR does not support Edge and NAT-PT routers that facilitate IPv4 and IPv6
address translation.
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VVRsupport for replicating acrossStorage Foundation versions
VVR supports replication between Storage Foundation 6.0 and the prior major
releases of Storage Foundation (5.1 and 5.1SP1). Replication between versions is
supported for disk group versions 150, 160, and 170 only. Both the Primary and
Secondary hosts must be using a supported disk group version.

Veritas Storage Foundation for Databases (SFDB) tools software
limitations

The following are the SFDB tools software limitations in this release.

Parallel execution of vxsfadm is not supported (2515442)

Only one instance of the vxsfadm command can be run at a time. Runningmultiple
instances of vxsfadm at a time is not supported.

Creating point-in-time copies during database structural
changes is not supported (2496178)
SFDB tools do not support creating point-in-time copies while structural changes
to the database are in progress, such as adding or dropping tablespaces and adding
or dropping data files.

However, once a point-in-time copy is taken, you can create a clone at any time,
regardless of the status of the database.

Documentation errata
The following sections cover additions or corrections for Document version:
6.0PR1.3 of the product documentation. These additions or corrections may be
included in later versions of the product documentation that can be downloaded
from theSymantec Supportwebsite and theSymantecOperationsReadinessTools
(SORT).

See the corresponding Release Notes for documentation errata related to that
component or product.

See “Documentation” on page 58.

See “About Symantec Operations Readiness Tools” on page 9.
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Veritas Storage Foundation Administrator's Guide
The following errata applies to theVeritasStorageFoundationandHighAvailability
Administrator's Guide.

"VxFS Version 9 disk layout" section in the "Disk layout"
appendix
The following text should be deleted:

The Version 8 disk layout supports group quotas.

See “About quota files on Veritas File System” on page x.

Documentation
Product guides are available in the PDF format on the software media in the
/product_name/docs directory. Additional documentation is available online.

Make sure that you are using the current version of documentation. The document
version appears on page 2 of each guide. The publication date appears on the title
page of each document. The latest product documentation is available on the
Symantec website.

http://sort.symantec.com/documents

Documentation set
Table 1-6 lists the documentation for Veritas Storage Foundation.

Table 1-6 Veritas Storage Foundation documentation

File nameDocument title

sf_notes_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritas Storage Foundation Release Notes

sf_install_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritas Storage Foundation Installation Guide

sf_admin_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritasStorageFoundationAdministrator'sGuide

sf_adv_ora_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritas Storage Foundation: Storage and
Availability Management for Oracle Databases

vxfs_ref_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritasFileSystemProgrammer'sReferenceGuide

Table 1-7 lists the documentation for Veritas Storage Foundation and High
Availability Solutions products.
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Table 1-7 Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions products
documentation

File nameDocument title

sfha_solutions_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritas Storage Foundation andHighAvailability
Solutions Solutions Guide

sfha_virtualization_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritas Storage Foundation andHighAvailability
Solutions Virtualization Guide

sf_replication_admin_60pr1_sol.pdfVeritas Storage Foundation andHighAvailability
Solutions Replication Administrator's Guide

If you use Veritas Operations Manager (VOM) to manage Veritas Storage
Foundation and High Availability products, refer to the VOM product
documentation at:

http://sort.symantec.com/documents

Manual pages
Themanual pages forVeritas StorageFoundation andHighAvailability Solutions
products are installed in the /opt/VRTS/man directory.

Set the MANPATH environment variable so the man(1) command can point to the
Veritas Storage Foundation manual pages:

■ For the Bourne or Korn shell (sh or ksh), enter the following commands:

MANPATH=$MANPATH:/opt/VRTS/man

export MANPATH

■ For C shell (csh or tcsh), enter the following command:

setenv MANPATH ${MANPATH}:/opt/VRTS/man

See the man(1) manual page.
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